
INTERNATIONAL
SUMMER SCHOOLWHY

CATÓLICA
BRAGA?
It is the first faculty of the Catholic University of Portugal,
ranked at 1st in Portugal, according to THE - Times Higher
Education World University Ranking - 2023, and is located at
the city of Braga, famous by its over 2000 years of rich history,
its enormous beauty and heritage wealth, its gastronomy, and
its young life. Just 40 minutes away from the Porto Airport, in
2021, Braga has been voted the European Best Destination.

REGISTER
HERE

LET'S GO



 July 17th to 21st    17/07 Monday  18/07 Tuesday  19/07 Wednesday  20/07 Thursday  21/07 Friday 

9h00-11h00 

11h00-13h00 

Language Skills
How to say hi in

Portuguese? - Learn to
speak basic words in

local language

Traditions and
Culture: 

Handicrafts Workshop  
Discover the rich and
unique traditions in

this fascinating
workshop 

Lunch time 

14h30 -17h00 

Let’s go… explore
Braga 

(Outdoor action)
Sightseeing in

downtown of the City
and Bom Jesus

 Travel Blogging 
 Bloggers Guest

speakers will share
their enthusiastic

travelling experiences  

Digital Workshop &
Data Science
Create digital

contents about Braga
City or Summer School

Let’s go… discover
hidden secrets of

the city 
(Outdoor action)

Quiz - Hidden Secrets
of the city

 Music and Tourism
around the World

Does music & movies
create destinations?

Local musical 
Discover together the
Pear-shaped guitar
used in Fado music

and other traditional
instruments made in

Braga, by visiting Som
de Sé store   

Let’s go... dance
(Outdoor action) 

 Music and traditional
dances classes

 Sustainable Tourism  
Why sustainable

Tourism is becoming
so popular?  Learn
more about Tourism

for Sustainable
Development Goals

(SDGs)

Business goes
sustainable!

Discover together
inspiring projects

where the SDGs are
already being

implemented, by
visiting tourism
businesses.   

Let’s go… do it
together

(Outdoor action)
Act4impact 

 Participants are
invited to work with

locals for the SDGs   

Nature & Adventure
Tourism  Study Tour:
visit to Peneda-Gerês
National do Gerês, the

only national park &
Picnic (Includes Hikes

& Trails, Swim in
Waterfalls, do cliff

jumping to lagoons or,
simply, enjoy the

amazing views)    

Let’s go… taste it
(Outdoor action) 

 Wine Tourism  Visit
wine tourism cellars

and taste North
Portugal’s traditional
wine (Vinho Verde)   


